Objectives: To investigate the degree by which the inherited susceptibility to obesity is modified 47 by environmental factors during childhood and adolescence.
Introduction

76
Obesity is a complex multifaceted condition and its prevalence has been increasing 77 continuously over previous decades and has reached a high plateau in Western countries [1] .
78
In 2015, a total of 107.7 million children and 603.7 million adults were obese. Although the 79 prevalence of obesity among children has been lower than that among adults, the rate of 80 increase in childhood obesity has been greater than the rate of increase in adult obesity, which 81 is most likely due to adverse changes of environmental and demographic factors with a direct 82 impact on children's health [2] . measured in upright position with relaxed abdomen and feet together using an inelastic tape 154 (Seca 200, Birmingham, UK) , precision 0.1 cm, midway between the iliac crest and the lowest 155 rib margin to the nearest 0.1 cm [23] . Age-and sex-specific BMI and waist circumference z-156 scores for children and adolescents were calculated using reference data from the 157 International Obesity Task Force [24] and from British children [25] , respectively.
159
Genotyping and Quality Control 160 DNA was extracted from saliva or blood samples using established procedures. Genotyping 161 of 3,515 children was performed on the UK Biobank Axiom array (Santa Clara, USA) in two 162 batches (2015 and 2017 
191
[32]. The FFQs were self-reported by adolescents 12 years and older and proxy-reported by a 192 parent or other caregiver for children below the age of 12 years.
193
Energy and dietary fiber intake were assessed by repeated 24 hour dietary recalls [33, 34] .
194
Usual intakes for fiber were estimated based on the validated National Cancer Institute (NCI)
195
method, which is one of the most widely accepted methods for this purpose [35, 36] . This 196 method allows for the inclusion of covariates such as age and accounts for different intakes on 197 weekend days vs. weekdays, and further corrects for the day-to-day variation in energy and 198 fiber intakes. Usual intakes were estimated for each child stratified by sex and considering age 199 as a covariate. Fiber intake was here expressed in relation to total energy intake in mg/kcal.
200
See supplemental material for more details.
Assessment of Physical Activity
203
Physical activity was objectively measured by using Actigraph's uniaxial or three-axial 204 accelerometers [37, 38] . At baseline and FU1, children were asked to wear the accelerometer 205 for three days (including one weekend day) and at FU2 for a full week during waking hours 206 (except when swimming or showering). The accelerometers were attached to the right hip with 207 an elastic belt. Participants (either the parents or the adolescents themselves) were given 208 written instructions on how to use the accelerometer and were asked to complete diaries to 209 record non-wear times of the device. 
242
All p-values from the gene-environment interaction analyses were adjusted according to the 243 number of tested environmental factors using the false-discovery rate (FDR). We reported 95% 244 confidence intervals (95% CI) and two-sided p-values, and considered p-values less than 0.05 245 statistically significant. We used R 3.5.1 [45] for all statistical analyses.
247
Results
248
The study sample included 8,609 repeated BMI measurements from at maximum three time 249 points (baseline, FU1, FU2) of 3,098 children aged 2 to 16 years (Table 1 ). The number of 250 participants decreased only slightly between the follow-up investigations from n = 3,016 at were girls, most children came from families with a medium or high level of education and the 253 majority lived in Central European countries. The distributions of the dietary variables 254 (vegetable score and fiber intake) and time spent in MVPA were similar between baseline and 255 the two follow-up samples, whereas children and adolescents spent more time in front of 256 screens at FU1 and FU2 as compared to baseline. On average, BMI and waist circumference 257 of our analysis group were higher than in the reference populations [24, 25] (mean z-scores > 258 0).
259
We found that the PRS-Khera provided the best prediction of BMI (see Table S1 for details on 260 the characteristics of the other PRS). PRS-Khera was strongly associated with BMI (r 2 = 0.11, 261 p-value = 7.9 x 10 -81 ) and waist circumference (r 2 = 0.09, 1.8 x 10 -71 ) in our study population 262 ( 
265
The correlation between PRS-Khera and BMI increased along the age range, from a squared 266 correlation with BMI of r 2 = 0.02 [0.01, 0.12] in the 2-year olds to r 2 = 0.18 [0.11, 0.27] in the 267 14-year olds ( Figure 1 and Table S2 ). Similar trends were found for waist circumference, for 268 which the squared correlation with PRS-Khera was r 2 = 0.03 [0.01, 0.07] in 3-year olds and r 2 269 = 0.14 [0.08, 0.22] in 14-year olds ( Figure 1 and Table S2 ). This increase of correlation by age 270 group was confirmed in our sensitivity analyses using other genome-wide PRS ( Figure S4 and 271 Table S3 ).
272
We found a significant gene-environment interaction of PRS-Khera with parental education 284 p-value interaction = 0.0246, Figure 2 and Table S4 ). Interactions were confirmed in our 285 sensitivity analyses using other genome-wide PRS ( Figure S5 ). We did not find significant Table S4 ).
289
The genetic susceptibility to a high BMI was further modified by intake of dietary fiber and 
295
Interactions between PRS-Khera and the fruit and vegetable score or MVPA were not 296 significant.
298
Discussion
299
In our pan-European cohort of children aged 2 to 16 years, we found a strong association of a 300 polygenic risk score of obesity with BMI as well as with waist circumference and this 301 association increased by age. We observed a prediction r 2 of 18% in 14-year olds, which is 302 even higher than in the original study containing mainly adults [4] . We further found significant we observed gene-environment interactions with (1) 
323
Of note, in our study, the prediction accuracy of the PRS strongly depended on age, reaching 324 a prediction r 2 of 18% in 14-year olds, which is in accordance with Khera et al. who showed 325 that the association between the PRS and weight emerges early in life and increases into 326 adulthood [17]. This surprisingly high prediction accuracy in adolescents from our study might 327 be explained by the age difference between our study and the GIANT Consortium / UK 328 well as in previous studies [17, 46] , a weak negative correlation could be observed in adults 332 >45 years of age from the UK Biobank, an age group in which aging-related diseases become 333 more prevalent (Table S3 in [17] ). Therefore, we hypothesize that the highest prediction 334 accuracy of the PRS for BMI might be reached in adolescents and young adults.
335
In our study, we found significant interactions between PRS-Khera and sociodemographic as 336 well as lifestyle factors for BMI and waist circumference. Interactions with socioeconomic 337 status [9], physical activity [8, 9] , and dietary factors [9-15] have been reported previously.
338
However, all of these studies included only <100 genome-wide significant SNPs (e.g. from [3]).
339
By using a genome-wide PRS we were able to detect interactions with sociodemographic and 340 with lifestyle factors which would have remained undetected when using only genome-wide 341 significant SNPs (Figures S5 and S6 ).
342
Furthermore, previous GxE interaction studies [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] were mainly based on adults whereas in 343 our study we analyzed data from children aged 2 to 16 years. Therefore, our results provide 344 new insights about how a healthy childhood environment might partly offset a genetic 345 predisposition to obesity during childhood and adolescence. In our study, we identified children 346 from families with low levels of education as being about 61% more susceptible to the 347 polygenic burden of obesity than children from families with a high level of education. In 348 addition, we found that children from Southern Europe had a higher genetic susceptibility to 349 obesity in comparison to children from Central Europe. Parental education and region of 350 residence reflect a variety of social and cultural differences and many of them are difficult to 351 capture by questionnaires. Since a previous analysis of the same cohort showed that low 352 parental education was associated with higher intakes of unhealthy food among children, e.g.
353
sugar-rich and fatty foods [47, 48] , part of the effect modification might be due to dietary habits.
354
The differences in the risk of becoming obese among children with a higher genetic 355 susceptibility across different European regions might be explained by differences in dietary or Furthermore, we found an interaction between PRS-Khera and intake of fiber, with children 358 with a higher intake of fiber having a reduced risk for obesity despite their genetic susceptibility.
359
This finding is in line with many other studies that have shown that a healthy diet can attenuate 360 the genetic burden of obesity [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Interactions between PRS-Khera and physical activity 361 (MVPA) were not significant, but the direction of interaction effect was in line with previous 362 studies [8, 9] . An explanation for this might be that MVPA was only assessed in ~40% of our 363 analysis group ( 
380
Our study also has several limitations. First, measurement errors of self-reported lifestyle 381 behaviors are inevitable. However, measurement error in environmental exposure typically positive findings but reduces the statistical power to detect subtle interactions. Second, the 384 use of PRS derived from associations with BMI in the analyses of waist circumference led to 385 slightly lower prediction accuracy for waist circumference than for BMI. However, since PRS-
386
Khera is known to be a strong risk factor for severe obesity and associated health outcomes
387
[17], we decided to use this PRS for both obesity measurements.
389
Conclusions 390
Our study showed significant interactions between the polygenic risk for an increased BMI and 391 sociodemographic and behavioral factors that affect BMI as well as waist circumference.
392
Among children with a high genetic risk, we identified children from Southern Europe, children [24, 25] . Boys with a BMI zscore > 2.29 and girls with a BMI z-score > 2.19 were defined as obese [24, 25] . 
Figure Legends
Figure 1. Squared correlation (r 2 with 95% confidence intervals) of PRS-Khera with BMI and waist circumference in dependence of age. Squared correlations could not be calculated for ≥15-year old children due to the small sample size in these age groups (see Tables S1 & S2) . Waist circumference was not measured in 2-year old children.
Figure 2. Interactions between PRS-Khera and sociodemographic factors on BMI and waist circumference.
Associations between PRS and BMI / waist circumference are shown in different strata (beta estimates and 95% CIs) as well as in the whole study population (red line). Raw pvalues (pr) and FDR-adjusted p-values (pa) are given for the test of deviations of the association between PRS and obesity in one subgroup in comparison to the reference category (interaction). The category without p-values is the reference category. 
